
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Les Misérables 
 Date: 11/29/17 
Tech Rehearsal Report- 2017 Fall Season Tech Rehearsal #2  
Submitted by: Josh Leslierandal 
Location: Center at West Park  
 
 

 

 
Rehearsal: 
4:30-6:40 Sound Check  
6:00-6:30 Prop Gun Safety  
6:40-9:30 Q2Q and Running Numbers 
 
Props: 
 Costumes:   

Management: 

House Management: 
-We are going to ask the theater if there is a better wifi we can have access to for the ticketing system. If not, we are 
looking into buying our own device with internet broadcasting capabilities. And if that doesn’t work out, we will use 
Kristen’s phone hotspot.  
 
-We need a sign in the lobby that states there will be the following: This performance will include Haze, Strobe 
Lights, Gunshot and Loud Sound Effects, Fake Blood, and Prop Weapons (including Guns and Knives, etc.) 
It doesn’t have to be this exact language, but must consist these 5 things. 
 

Lights: 
-Secure birdies 
 
Sound: 
-Row; is it possible to have a list of Q placements? 

Music:  

Scenery:  
 
Miscellaneous: 

Interns: 

Begin: 4:30pm 
End: 9:30pm 
 
Total Time: 

 
5 Hours 



 

Reminder:  
Notes and Reminders for tomorrow: 
 
-Run com to spot op. Confirm all of com works.  
-Find new power source for sound batteries charging station (not from our PD). 
-Once we get confirmation, we should go ahead on curtain project (Al Hurst project, Kinz will confirm) 
-Move God Mic from Tech Table to Booth. 
-If we get approval, we should move the road cases into the chapel. (Kinz will confirm) 
-Move 3rd Fence to House Left, which will be its home. 
-Establish an actual place for chair and tables (props) House Right. (And spike where necessary) 
-Can we get confirmation that there is something on the website that says bathrooms are NOT wheelchair 
accessible? Maybe we should have signs in the lobby that say this as well? Let’s discuss please. 

Notes:  
Really great work today, everyone. We did a lot, but we still have a lot more to do.  
I will stress keeping the lines of communication as open as possible. We’re almost there! 

 
 
 
 
 
 


